SIMULATION AND MODEL VALIDATION OF POSITIONAL UNCERTAINTY OF LINE FEATURE ON MANUAL DIGITIZING A MAP
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ABSTRACT:

The line feature is divided into two endpoints and line entity in this paper. The error model of independent point has been studied thoroughly, but study on positional uncertainty of endpoint based on line segment is less. Using the theory of probability and statistics and manual digitization tests, we study the positional uncertainty characteristics of manual digitizing endpoints, and we can get the stable distribution of frequency of digitizing endpoints if repeating about eight hundred times. We find the distribution of positional uncertainty of endpoints and two-dimensional normal distribution is not so conformed. The model of positional uncertainty of line feature has been built based on confidence region or probability statistical method. The error-band model of line segment is verified and established by simulation and statistical method in this paper, which shows bigger at endpoints and smaller uncertainty of line feature has been built based on confidence region or probability statistical method. The error-band model of line positional uncertainty of endpoints and two-dimensional normal distribution is not so conformed. The model of positional uncertainty of endpoints based on line segment was less.

The uncertainty of line feature on manual digitizing a map, as an important component of spatial data quality in a GIS database, directly restricts the analysis and application of spatial data. Lots of factors contribute to the uncertainty of line feature, and some uncertainties of line feature derive from circumstances of data capture, the main one of which is manual digitizing a map.

It is determined by the law of producing a line that the error distribution of endpoints affects the model of uncertainty of line feature. In the classical theory of measurement, the distribution of point accuracy is seen as the two-dimensional normal distribution, which is the model of error ellipse. The experience distribution of point accuracy was analyzed by experimental methods, which concluded that the error distribution curve of manual digitization showed bell curve which was more intense than standard normal distribution curve (Bolstad et al., 1990). But that was only qualitative conclusion and not good for modeling and error-correction. Some researchers further studied the standardized distribution of point accuracy in theory, and educated that the error distribution was normal distribution (Caspar and Scheuring, 1993). The Kolmogorov test method was used to NL distribution tests that educated the distribution of point accuracy followed NL distribution (Meng et al., 1996), but the form of the distribution function was too complex to model and handle error. Some other researchers concluded that the distribution of positional uncertainty of manual digitization was not necessary normal distribution but P-Norm distribution with p approximately equaling to 1.6 (Liu et al., 1999; Tong et al., 2000; Lan and Yang, 2003). The studies above were all concentrated on the model of independent point, but research on positional uncertainty of endpoints based on line segment was less.

Under the condition that the distribution of point positional uncertainty is normal distribution, the positional uncertainty of line feature has been studied with simulation method and rigorous statistics theory.

The error-band model of line feature is a kind of barred model which circumvolutes true position of spatial entity. The earliest proposed line element error-band theory is ‘ε-band’ model which was a simple symmetric buffer area around a line segment, without considering the relationship of line and points which constitute the line. The theoretical model of ‘ε-band’ was further developed into practical application model (Chrisman, 1982). On practicality aspects, the bandwidth of improved ‘ε-band’ was suggested determined by statistical function of positional errors of line elements accumulated form the fist step to the last step of data collection (Chapman et al., 1997). However, because of the hypothesis that the true position of line must located in the error-band, the error-band model had high sensitivity to the shape of line characters. The bandwidth was estimated by calculating the observed values proportion of lines located in the ‘ε-band’ (Goodchild and Hunter, 1997), but it may be existing two different measuring error values of one line corresponding to the bands with same bandwidth. The model based on confidence region was proposed, which discussed some situations of normal distribution with different parameters of endpoints accuracy, and the confidence region was a kind of band including measuring locations while the true position of line was included in the confidence region with more than presupposed confidence level probability (Shi, 1994, 2005). The uncertainty model of line was inducted as
uncertainty model based on probability distribution according to error propagation theory (Li et al., 1995). On the basis of ‘E-band’ model, with probability theory and fuzzy mathematics theory, the ‘E-band’ model was proposed and developed to ‘G-band’ model (Casaspy and Scheuring, 1992; Shi and Liu, 1998,2000), and the ‘C-band’ model was proposed (Shi, 1998). A new type of error-band model, which called ‘H-band’ model, was developed based on information theory, whose bandwidth was determined by entropy coefficients (Fan and Guo, 2001; Li et al., 2003), but ‘H-band’ model could not be used when the distributions of position accuracy were different. The studies on the model of positional uncertainty of Line feature above were all concentrated on deduced model in theory while rarely involving test verification.

The error distribution of random lines was described, at the same time, the model improved that the true position of endpoints constructed line feature located in the error region with the mean value of the endpoints position as the core, and line cluster could be simulated by random connecting two endpoints based on the hypothesis that the distribution of point positional uncertainty was normal distribution (Dutto, 1992).

In order to further perfect existing theory of positional uncertainty of line feature, using simulation method; firstly we study the error distribution of manual digitizing endpoints, then study the characters of positional uncertainty of line feature, and verify and develop error model under the condition that the distribution of point accuracy is normal distribution.

**2. MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**2.1 Test Conditions**

The hardware equipment is a desktop computer with 17-inch CRT monitor and 1024 × 768 screen resolution, while the software platforms are Visual Studio and Arc Engine. In order to control the influencing factors, we keep the consistence of the state in obtaining the test data of the same group, including the location relation of the digitizing operators and the computer screen, surrounding environment of accessing the test data.

**2.2 Test Procedure**

Based on ARCVIEW platform, lines in the horizontal and vertical directions are generated as the objects digitized. First, we establish a point layer and set it invisible, then manually digitize endpoints of two lines in turn and repeat it T times as a integrated group test, in the processing of testes, T is set to 100,200,300...and 1000. At length, displaying the manual digitization point layer and zooming in appropriately, we can obtain the distribution of lattices around endpoints. Carry on the grid processing the lattices produced by manually digitalizing results of ten groups and compute the number of digitizing points in each grid, that is, statistics frequencies of different digitizing points within the different ranges of errors, and then we can obtain forty two-dimensional matrixes. Summarize the row vectors and column vectors of each matrix; we can attain a column sequence (Yt), and then we can attain lattice data. Summarizing the row vectors of each matrix, we can attain a column sequence-Y direction and a row sequence-X direction. By analyzing the tendencies of arithmetic mean, standard deviation, kurtosis and the skewness according to the change of T, we can seek the value of T in the steady trend of changes, which is the minimum number of samples when the frequency distribution of manual digitization endpoints is nearly stable. Under the condition of the minimum number of samples, we analyze the sequences resulting from digitizing endpoints with distribution test to research the form of the directional error distribution of digitizing endpoints.

Based on the hypothesis that the distribution of point accuracy is normal distribution and two-dimensional coordinate mutually independent, first, we set point A with true coordinates (Xa, Ya) and point B with true coordinates (Xb, Yb). Second, randomly generate N points with mean values are Xa and Ya and standard deviation are σxa and σya, and randomly generate N points with mean values are Xb and Yb and standard deviation are σxb and σyb (Figure 1). The distributions of the both N points are all two-dimensional normal distribution. Third, line cluster with M lines are generated by randomly connecting two point masses around point A and B. Then, we grid the line cluster, calculate the frequencies of line elements in the direction of plumbing different position of the line cluster, and analyze distribution characters of the frequencies. Finally, we change the value of M to compare the analytical results, and verify a model of positional uncertainty of line feature on manual digitizing a map.

![Figure 1. Diagram of one thousand random points with two-dimensional normal distribution; the mean values are (2,2), the standard deviations are both 0.5, and coordinates range form 1 to 3](Image 347x356 to 498x505)

**3. RESULTS**

**3.1 The Positional Uncertainty Distribution of Endpoints**

Raster physical structure of the CRT displays leads to the results of digitizing endpoints show a regular grid distribution (Figure 2). Extracting the frequency of the digitizing points, and then we can attain lattice data. Summarizing the row vectors of each matrix, we can attain a column sequence (Yt), and summarizing the column vectors to attain a row sequence (Xt). Some matrixes have been appropriately adjusted to making row sequence parallel to the direction of the corresponding line segment.
3.1.1 The Minimum Samples Needed in Keeping the Distribution Changing Smoothly: Ten integrated group tests have been done by set T value and made statistical of $Y_t$ and $X_t$ from the digitizing data, endpoint (b) was taken as an example, (Table 1). According to the $X_t$ and $Y_t$ of every endpoint, we calculated the arithmetic mean ($m$), standard deviation ($s$), kurtosis ($k$) and skewness ($y$), and draw the change tendency map (Figure 3). In view of the frequency of digitizing points, when the positional uncertainty of manual digitizing endpoint is stable, the changing curves of $m/T$, $s/T$, $k$, and $y$ of samples should tend to be straight lines with the increase of the number of sample. From the changing maps of the statistical parameters, the minimum number of samples in the process of each test can be easily obtained when the change of tendency is smooth. The result from the analysis of many tests was that the required minimum number of samples was about 800 in studying positional uncertainty of manual digitizing endpoint based on simulation test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T$</th>
<th>$X_t$</th>
<th>$Y_t^T$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0,0,2,4,14,37,30,12,1,0,0,0</td>
<td>0,15,57,28,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0,0,2,7,28,59,64,35,5,0,0,0</td>
<td>0,44,115,41,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>0,0,3,13,39,94,95,47,7,2,0,0</td>
<td>0,56,190,54,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>0,0,3,16,61,125,121,62,9,3,0,0</td>
<td>0,76,252,70,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>0,0,4,19,77,154,148,78,14,4,1,1</td>
<td>0,92,323,83,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>0,0,4,22,93,187,182,89,16,5,1,1</td>
<td>1,105,390,102,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>0,0,4,24,109,231,208,99,18,5,1,1</td>
<td>2,122,454,118,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>0,0,4,27,119,267,240,115,21,5,1,1</td>
<td>3,129,538,126,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>1,1,5,33,134,294,277,127,21,5,1,1</td>
<td>4,143,613,136,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1,1,5,35,142,329,307,150,22,6,1,1</td>
<td>5,146,705,140,4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The $Y_t$ and $X_t$ of manual digitizing endpoint (b) for $T$ times.
3.1.2 The Distribution Test of Positional Uncertainty On Manual Digitizing Endpoints: According to collecting data of every endpoint by digitizing one thousand times, we can obtained four row sequences \((X_t)\) and four column sequences \((Y_t)\). All of the sequences were analyzed with Lilliefors test and kstest function test of Kolmogorov-Smirnov based on MATLAB software, and the results of test parameters were described in Table 2. From the test parameters, we could recognize that all sequences were not in accordance with standard normal distribution and some sequences were subjected to normal distribution but others were not with significance level of 0.05. Therefore, the distribution of positional uncertainty of endpoints and two-dimensional normal distribution is not so conformed, and the former has a little skewness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>K-S (H)</th>
<th>L (H)</th>
<th>K-S (P)</th>
<th>L (P)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(X_t-(a))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.55E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(X_t-(b))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.83E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(X_t-(c))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.98E-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(X_t-(d))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.72E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Y_t-(a))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.28E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Y_t-(b))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.89E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Y_t-(c))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.89E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Y_t-(d))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.89E-05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Statistics of distribution test parameters of \(X_t\) and \(Y_t\) from manual digitizing endpoints; the significance level is 0.05; K-S stands for Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, L stands for Lilliefors test; (H) stands for test parameter H, (P) stands for test parameter P; if rejecting the hypothesis of normal distribution, H is equal to 1 and P is less than 0.05, otherwise, H is equal to 0 and P is more than 0.05; (a), (b), (c) and (d) are all stands for endpoints.

3.2 Model Validation of Positional Uncertainty of Line Feature

Although the distribution of positional uncertainty of endpoints is not normal distribution, the distribution model has not been mature. While positional uncertainty of independent point agree with normal distribution which was most previous studies based on, in order to easily modelled and compared with former studies, and based on the density function of two-dimensional normal distribution, we random generated one thousand points coordinates of which the mean value was \((200,200)\) and standard deviation was \((50,50)\) and both the X values and Y values were located between 100 and 300, and random generated another one thousand points coordinates of which the mean value was \((800,200)\) and standard deviation was \((50,50)\) and Y values were located between 100 and 300 while X values were located between 700 and 900. We programmed and random connected two point masses to generate \(M\) lines, while \(M\) was set as 100, 500, 1000 or 2000. (Figure 4).

3.2.1 The Error-band Model Validation of Positional Uncertainty of Line Feature: The range of point masses formed a circle surface region, of which the radius was two times of standard deviation in our tests. We selected some point positions which were \(A(200,200), C_1(300,200), C_2(400,200), C_3(500,200), C_4(600,200), C_5(700,200)\) and \(B(800,200)\) as characteristic positions of line cluster. The width of line cluster at characteristic positions was measured and recorded in Table 3. In view that the error-band model is more accurate by measuring line cluster with more lines, the line cluster with one thousand line features were selected to measure the width at characteristic positions and built the error-band, (Figure 5). From Figure 4 and Table 3, it could be seen that the width of error-band was bigger at endpoints and smaller at line intermediate, which was as similar as the existing models, but in tests we found the minimum bandwidth was about eighty-five percent of diameter \(d\) of error circle at the endpoint. The error-band mode of one-dimensional line segment \(L_{AB}\) could be expressed as Equations 1. A line is connected by many points, so the \(Y_t\) of an arbitrary point \((X_t,Y_t)\) on a line ranges from 0.85\(d\) to 0.95\(d\), and the value of \(h\) is biggest at the endpoints while smallest at the middle.

\[
L_{AB} - h/2 \leq L_{AB} \leq L_{AB} + h/2
\]

where \(h \in [0.85d, 0.95d]\)

\(d = \)diameter of error circle at the endpoint.

Figure 4. The schematic diagram of generating lines from random connecting two point masses
3.2.2 The Probability Statistical Model Validation of Positional Uncertainty of Line Feature: The line cluster was divided into fifty-three equal parts in the horizontal direction and twenty-one equal parts in the vertical direction in the girding process, so grid matrix with twenty-one rows and fifty-three columns were generated. The numbers of line element crossing each grid were recorded, and changed it into frequency by dividing the total number of corresponding column. Seven matrices with twenty-one rows and one column were generated around the locations of A, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 and B, and the change law of each column were drawn in Figure 6. It could be seen from Figure 6 that the frequency distributions of symmetrical point positions with the C3 as the centre of symmetry were similar in the vertical direction. The frequency matrices of special positions of the line cluster including random two thousand lines were analyzed with Lilliefors test, and the line cluster including random one thousand lines, one hundred lines and five hundred lines do the same. The results of Lilliefors test provided that the frequency distribution was normal distribution, so that verified the feasibility of deducing probability model of line feature based on error propagation theory. In view that the change tendency of frequencies can reflect the change tendency of the corresponding probabilities, the frequencies were used approximately instead of the probability, and the curve of frequency changing was smoothed, so a probability statistical model of positional uncertainty of line feature were developed, (Figure 7). The minimum standard deviation of the probability statistical mode was at the middle of a line, while the maximum standard deviation at the endpoint.

4. DISCUSSION

We studied the positional uncertainty of manual digitizing endpoints by manually digitizing testes and statistical probability methods. From the data result, the distribution of positional uncertainty of manual digitizing endpoints, which shows more digitizing points along the direction of a line than the perpendicular direction and more digitizing points in the medial aspect of a line than the lateral, is not in accordance with two-dimensional normal distribution because of the influence of line segment during digitizing endpoints process. Above study was rarely involving in previous researches on the positional uncertainty of line feature of which distribution usually been considered as two-dimension normal distribution. Under the condition that the error distribution of independent point is two-dimensional normal distribution, we studied the positional uncertainty of line feature by statistical simulation. The result shows the bandwidth of line cluster cirumvoluting the true position of spatial entity is bigger at endpoints and smaller at line intermediate and the variance is smallest at middle, which is as the same as other research results (Dutto, 1992; Shi, 2005; Dai, 2004). We develop an error-band model of which the shape is similar to the model shape based on confidence region (Shi, 2005), but the bandwidth of our band model is a little bigger, of which the minimum width is about eighty-five percent of diameter of error circle at the endpoint. From girding the line cluster and analyzing the frequencies of line elements at special positions to testing the distribution, we find the distributions of positional uncertainty of points on the line which are all normal distribution are as same as that on endpoints, further verify the feasibility of deducing probability model of an arbitrary point on a line based on error propagation theory. This paper can not be only used to validate of previous theoretical models but also be the theoretical foundation of approximately correcting the systemic error of manual digitization line feature.

5. CONCLUSION

Under the condition that manually digitized for more than eight hundred times, positional uncertainties of endpoints distribute with a certain law. The distribution of positional uncertainty of endpoints and two-dimensional normal distribution is not so conformed because of the influence of the line segment, but the distribution model has not been mature, so it needs to be studied thoroughly in the next step.
In order to easily compare with previous research results, based on the hypothesis that the error distribution of independent point is two-dimensional normal distribution, the positional uncertainty of line feature was studied by statistical simulation, and the main character is that the bandwidth of line cluster circumvoluting the true position of spatial entity is bigger at endpoints and smaller at line intermediate and the variance is smallest at middle. The theoretical model of ‘ε-band’ was verified by testes in this paper. We developed an error-band model based on statistic method. From testing the frequency distribution of line elements at several special positions, the results show the error distributions of points on the line are normal distribution, of which the variances have a relationship with the variances of endpoints and the distance from an endpoint. The feasibility and correctness of deducing probability model of line feature based on error propagation theory are been verified. One of the limitations of this study is that we have not yet analyzed the situation that two dimensional coordinates are correlated and another is that the positional uncertainty model has not been discussed when the positional distributions of endpoints are not normal distribution, both of them need to be studied thoroughly in the next step.
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